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Abstract – In this paper, we suggest an idea on eliminating the 

duplicate resources on cloud by checking small portion of the 

resources by comparing with the already downloaded stuff, such 

that a lot of burden on the Client would get relieved like Price, 

Time, and Effort etc… The main idea is to offload the server in 

checking for duplicates such that the client itself can check for 

duplicate resources using predictive acknowledgement. This 

paper also enhances the idea by providing cloud Client and 

Server Migration, Redundant Resource Elimination. It’s a 

absolutely new Idea that earlier would rely on the solution like 

Name matching, comparing old packets with the new packages 

arrived just. The previous solution is based on TCP and 

extension has been made to work on all Platforms and Protocols. 

 
Keywords—Cloud Elasticity, Redundant Resources, Cloud 

Resources Optimization, Bandwidth Optimization  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

As Market grows we all knew that Cloud Computing is a 

very vast and emerging means of providing services to the 

client in its various forms such as platform, infrastructure, 

and software. In addition to this now they added some 

extensions like Security as a service, Database as a Service, 

etc… As each and every firm or organization offers its 

services through cloud in the present and very extensively in 

the nearby future all the Company’s Services were available 

as a part of Cloud. So we got Cloud services as PAY PER 

USE service. Clients or customer pay only to their usage 

regarding the Bandwidth, CPU power, Servers using , 

Processing Power, VMs Consumption, Memory 

Consumption etc… Data transfer costs also include heavy 

impact on the Cloud Services if the users download the 

resources which were already downloaded that might be with 

a different name or same name. If the redundant services are 

not removed from the Server very clearly they would increase 

the network traffic which may cause severe issues. Earlier the 

complete load is on the server which has to check whether 

any duplicate resource is existing or not. Actually this is a 

new idea when the server is not in use but the Server can’t be 

expected to be free all the time. In fact Server is usually busy 

in serving the clients so checking or redundant resources on 

the server side would not worked for a longer time. Next Idea 

is to provide these checking both at server and client side. 

This also became vague over a period. Finally the server is 

off loaded from this checking where that job is taken care by 

the Client itself such that whenever it found such redundant 

packets or data it will send an acknowledgement to the server 

(predictive acknowledgement). 

 

II.  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

 
The above Architecture explains about the Server and Client 

management of the Resources on the Cloud 

The Server registers itself with CSP for uploading, 

downloading and deleting Resources on the cloud. The Client 

after Registration can only download the Resources from the 

Cloud after proper validation. If the Resource is already 

downloaded immediately it will send an PRED to the Server 

and the Server replies with an PRED – ACK 
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A. Abbreviations and Acronyms 

PRED- Prediction 

PRED-ACK – Predictive Acknowledgement 

RRE – Redundant Resource Elimination Protocol 

TCP – Transmission Control Protocol 

III.RELATED WORK: 

Many Techniques have been developed over the years for 

redundant packet elimination but initially that is done on 

purely server side only. Later it was extended to Server and 

Client, finally that was implemented on client side. This 

paper avoids all the third party middle-box techniques for 

finding the duplicate packets. Hash code will be generated for 

each and every packet, stored on the table and for each new 

packet this hash code will be evaluated and compared with 

the hash codes which are already stored. If the code is found 

it indicates the packet has been duplicated and a prediction is 

sent to the server for this duplicate packet. At last the Server 

will scrutinize the packet and sends an acknowledgement to 

the Client. 
 

Problem Identification 

Generally in cloud based services checking for the redundant 

copies of resource is done on the server side which is a 

expensive task in terms of cost and effort. This can be shared 

both on server and client side, this is a little bit simplified 

version when compared to checking the whole thing on the 

server side. This complete mechanism should be shifted to on 

the client side. The previous solution doesn’t address 

the problems like Cloud Elasticity, Resource Optimization. 

The Problem is the checking is done based on the name but 

on the content that whether it has been duplicated.  

 

Existing System 

A Heavyweight model for eliminating the duplicates on the 

cloud using Server Side checking, Server and client side 

checking, Rabin Fingerprinting methods seems not applicable 

to a greater extent to the real time problems. Traffic 

Redundancy will be increased a lot and can’t be controlled 

with these ideas. These will increase the Cost, Traffic , 

Bandwidth Consumptions, end users effort and Time. The 

identified problems are very fatal which needs immediate 

concern for handling and setting up right. 
 

Proposed System 

A Lightweight solution for all the above problems 

can be suggested by shifting the complete idea towards the 

client side with comparing the already received packets 

signature with the newly arrived packets. This idea finds 

duplicate resource before their download which will resolve 

all the above problems like Traffic Optimization, End users 

Effort and Time saving , cost will be reduced , Cloud 

Resources optimization can be happened, Bandwidth 

Consumption is reduced . 

The basic idea is to download only a portion of the resource 

which has to be downloaded , compute its signature and find 

the hash code and compare it will the hash codes already 

stored on the store. If there is a match Immediately respond 

the CSP with the message that a resource has been replicated. 

Then server can acknowledge the client about the message 

and can delete the duplicated file from the store such that all 

the resources on the cloud could be genuine and reliable 
 

RRE Algorithm 

   Server Side Algorithm: 

1. Server Registers with the Cloud Services 

2. Server places all its resources on the Cloud  

3. Server has the permission of inserting , deleting and 

downloading any resource 

 

Client Side Algorithm: 

1. Client Registers with the Cloud Services 

2. After Proper validation the client to allowed to see 

and download all the resources. 

3. If a resource is downloaded, Hash code is generated 

using SHA Algorithm and stored on the Store. 

4. If a new resource is downloaded, as usually HASH 

CODE will be generated and compared with the 

already stored codes, if there is a match send a 

prediction to the server. 

After receiving the prediction from the server an 

acknowledgement will be sent to the Client. 

IV.FLOWCHART 
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The above flowchart depicts a complete flow of control 

between the server and the client for navigating through all 

the transactions that are happened on the cloud – here our 

discussion will come under Resources as a service with 

optimization of resources, cloud mobility that includes both 

server and client side migration, discusses how the bandwidth 

can be optimized, how redundant resources on the cloud can 

be eliminated through our PRED and PRED-ACK concept. 

Further our discussions can be applied even to UDP and other 

protocols and domains.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Cloud Computing offers better services by extending the idea 

to all the protocols such and TCP , UDP etc…. and to all the 

domains such as WEB APPS, MOBILE APPS, Enterprise 

Apps.  

A Novel optimistic idea for eliminating replicated resources 

over the Cloud. Sometimes same videos have the same 

content when they have different qualities of VIDEO and 

AUDIO especially with videos , or even with documents . 

Sometimes the starting portions of several videos might be 

the same which has unique content somewhere after playing 

some time. In such cases rather than reading first part of 

chunk of the data its better to read in the middle of the 

Document or video for calculating the HASH CODE. 
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